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THE RED PANDA AND CSERHATI (2): LITERATURE 
SURVEY

In blog post 1 of this series it emerged that there are three scientific 
possibilities for the classification within the superfamily Musteloidea. The 
mustelids Mustelidae and the raccoon-like Procyonidae are always sister 
groups. The differences between the possibilities are in the placement of the 
red panda family Ailuridae and the skunk family Mephitidae

 

Figure 1 Three possibilities for the phylogenetic tree of the 
Musteloidea.(stinkdieren = skunks; rode panda = red panda; 
marters = marten family; wasberen = raccoon family)

Here I present a survey of the literature, how often each of these possibilities 
has been found - without claiming to be complete.
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The first possibility is that the first split in the Musteloidea  is found between 
red panda and skunks + raccoons + mustelids.

 

Figure 2 First split in the Musteloidea between red panda and skunks + raccoons + martens. 
(stinkdieren = skunks; rode panda = red panda; marters = marten family; wasberen = 
raccoon family)
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The second possibility is that the first split in the Musteloidea is between 
skunks and red panda + raccoons + mustelids.

Figure 3 First split in the Musteloidea between skunks and red panda + raccoons + martens  
(stinkdieren = skunks; rode panda = red panda; marters = marten family; wasberen = 
raccoon family)
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The third possibility is that the first split in the Musteloidea is between skunks 
+ red panda and raccoons + mustelids. This possibility is often mentioned as a
less substantiated possibility in articles that present evidence for one of the 
first two possibilities.

Figure 4 First split in the Musteloidea between skunks * red panda and raccoons + martens . 
(stinkdieren = skunks; rode panda = red panda; marters = marten family; wasberen = 
raccoon family)
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This third possibility for the classification of the superfamily Musteloidea, the 
red panda as family Ailuridae as a sister group of the family Mephitidae, now 
has most support. The study by Hassanin et al (2021) is the most 
comprehensive study of the phylogeny of the order Carnivora to date. 
Moreover, this possibility for classification was also found earlier, as a less 
substantiated possibility in studies that ended up with one of the other two 
possibilities.
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